
Polielettronica Multi Image Upgrade

Polielettronica
Multi Image & Multi Image Lab

 

 

To meet the needs of the package 
printing market the 
Polielettronica Multi Image 
printer is designed to 
accommodate a large selection 
of cluster lens setups. Printer is 
available in two configurations, 
freestanding printer and a lab 
version, connected to a 
processor.

The Polielettronica Multi Image Printer can 
accommodate single or cluster lenses. A two tier 
system has a fixed bottom turret and an 
interchangeable top turret . Each turret can hold 
up to six cluster/lens setups which are arranged 
according to the package specifications. Up to 
18 different clusters and/or single lenses can be 
used. The operator , working in daylight, can 
simply exchange the top turret; the computer 
handles all the changed parameters 
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automatically. The programming capability 
gives the user total control of the package 
selection options.  
 

Viewing Lightbox - on freestanding model
Up to three lens turrets of 6 setups each

Automatic rotating negative carrier
Prints package work and enlargements
Three cutting modes with lab system

Full daylight operation
Print sizes - Subwallets to 12x18"

Film sizes - 35mm to 4x5" including carded 
negatives

On-Screen Cropping Box
This is how the monitor appears in the Cropping 
Mode Grayed out area is the non printing area.

The Multi Image utilizes the powerful Videoscan system 
to give you first shot printing capability. With the Lab 
version the entire video analyzing, printing, processing 
and cutting operations are performed by as single 
operator, in a single location and in a single operation. 
This means that you will have ready to ship product in 
minutes. Freestanding version also utilizes the 
Videoscan system to perform direct video analyzation 
and give you first time printing capability.  
 

The Polielettronica Multi Image Lab has three cutting 
modes. Of the two package cutting modes, one cuts at 
the end of each package order, the second has the ability 
to cut and separate each picture size. For non-package 
work the printer will cut each individual print.  

The freestanding Polielettronica Multi Image Printer 
minimizes paper waste by utilizing the computer to 
control paper transport and cassette winding and 
unwinding. Printer uses universal daylight loading paper 
cassettes which are adjustable to accommodate the paper 
width. Punch markers are included for cutter control.
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The versatile Multi Image goes beyond being 
just a package printer. It offers on-screen critical 
cropping and sizing for "custom" printing of non-
package images up to 12x18".  

Options and Accessories: 
Full range of Cluster Lenses 

Single Lenses 
On-Line Reference Densitometer 

Frame Grabber 
Backprinter (one line only) 
Greeting Card Attachment
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